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BULLETIN
of the CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
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The Annual CAMA scientific
meeting, held from the 16th to the
20th of September in Ottawa,
Canada, has been acclaimed by
more than 100 registrants who at-
tended. A number of very fine pa-
pers were featured with immediate
application to the task of exam-
ining airmen. Attendees and au-
thors came from Europe, Canada
and Asia, as well as from the
USA.
The physiology and otology
papers from Canadian authors, as
well as the psychiatric and drug
rehabilitation papers by the USA's
irrepressible Bart Pakull, M.D.,
were particularly noteworthy.
The social side .of the meeting
was not neglected either. The
venue was the Radisson Hotel,
which turned itself inside out for
CAMA. The annual banquet fea-
tured Canadian astronaut and phy-
sician Ken Money, M.D., who
provided a superb discussion of
the basic philosophy of space
flight. He also gave us an insight
into his specialty of labyrinthine
function, orientation in space and
motion sickness.
Last, but by no means least,
was the tour of Canada's beautiful
and charming capital. While there
was some fog and haze during the
early part of the meeting, the last
two days were perfect — clear
skies, pleasant temperatures and
unlimited visibility.
The 1993 CAMA meeting is
scheduled for October 14 - 17, in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA.
The Oklahomans have their work
cut out for them to match the
Canadians, but CAMA members
are clearly the winners in the
contest. Be sure to make plans
now to attend the Oklahoma City
meeting. +
Hotel Radisson in Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada was the site of
the CAMA 1992 meeting.
CAMA GAINS FIRST
CORPORATE MEMBER
CAMA is proud to welcome the
Stereo Optical Company, Inc. of
Chicago, Illinois as the first corporate
member of CAMA. The Stereo Opti-
cal Company manufactures vision
testing equipment.
CAMA President Steven V. A.
Blizzard, M.D., said, "Based on recent
growth, we expect to have many other
corporate sponsors."
For more information about
corporate membership in the CAMA
organization, contact CAMA Execu-
tive Vice-President Jim Harris. (See
the BULLETIN masthead on page 2
for contact information.) ^
FAA CHANGES ECG
PHONE NUMBERS
The Southwestern Bell telephone
company serving Oklahoma City has
required the FAA to change the phone
numbers to which electrocardiograms
are sent.
The area code, 405, has not
changed, nor have the individual
extensions, but the major exchange is
now 954. Be sure that your office





The FAA will not accept hard copy
ECG's from USA-based medical
examiners. *>•
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EDITORIAL: AVIATION AND THE
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
The recently passed Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a plaintiff
attorney's dream come true. This vaguely written act requires that jobs and
public facilities be made available to almost all those with disabilities. More-
over, the definition of a disability is so broad that anyone can meet it. If one
even thinks that someone else has a disability, by definition he or she does.
According to the act, an individual has a right to any job he or she wishes
unless an employer can show that the prospective employee cannot perform
the "essential functions" of that work The applicant's opinion is the one
which counts as to whether he or she can perform those functions, not the
employer's. (Physicians all know that denial is a major component of any
handicapped individual's psyche.) And worse, the accommodations the
employer must make to put a disabled person to work or to provide access are
not spelled out, so that still more litigation is guaranteed.
Professional offices are public for purposes of access, so that the
constraints of the act apply directly to practicing physicians, as well as
employers. This means ramps, handicapped toilets, etc. must all be available.
A physician may be required to hire someone to communicate with a deaf or
blind individual. (It is doubtful if Medicare and Medicaid will authorize extra
payment for the extra expense, however.)
Aviation has not been spared. Major airlines have already dropped their
medical standards dramatically. Given the vague regulations, it isn't clear that
even coming to work regularly is an essential function of the job. This may
be one of the accommodations one has to make. We may be met with
something like, "Sorry, we can't fly today or tomorrow because our mechanic
couldn't come in," Worse, in such a safety-critical business, we're really
asking for trouble when we try to operate at the lowest common denominator.
Handicapped and disabled individuals do deserve a break; but such a break
should be carefully orchestrated by evolution, rather than by revolution.
Obviously, the government couldn't solve the problem, and, therefore, shifted
it to the private sector. To do so in such an unclear manner is simply asking
for lengthy, unpleasant and expensive litigation. In addition, to risk the lives
of those depending on air transportation is unconscionable. Surely we can do
better! •*•
DOT ALCOHOL RULES NOT YET AVAILABLE
At press time, the long-awaited DOT regulations for random alcohol
testing have still not been published. Congress mandated almost a year ago
that the Secretary of Transportation publish these rules no later than October
28, 1992. Yet, neither hide nor hah- has been seen. CAMA has learned that
the rules have been drafted and have cleared the Secretary's desk. They are
at the Office of Mangement and Budget. A strictly political decision will
determine whether they are released before or after the presidential election.
Once they are published, there must be public comment. Best bet: The rules
will be late, and the administration will take further heat from Congress for
the delay. Random testing will probably not begin for at least a year. >>•
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
CAMA had a very successful annual scientific meeting in Ottawa, Canada
from September 16 - 20, 1992. Comments from participants indicated that this
meeting was "one of the best ever." Seventy-two physicians attended from the
U.S., Canada, Iran, Jordan, the Netherlands, West Indies, Kenya, Ethiopia,
Trinidad, Tobago and Austria. One physician from Norway registered, but was
unable to attend.
The CAMA meeting was a striking example of what can be achieved with
hard work and international cooperation. Many thanks to the planners,
moderators, speakers and the staff at the Civil Aviation Medicine Headquarters
in Ottawa.Presentations and clinical discussions were of a high calibre. There
was active participation, and on the social side, there was something for
everyone.
Steven V. A. Blizzard, B.Sc.,
M.D., D. Av. Med.
The Assistant Deputy Minister of Health for Canada, Mr. Neil Faulkner, made opening remarks on behalf
of the Minister of Health, Mr. Benoit Bouchard. The luncheon speaker, Dr. George Takahaski, Director of Civil
Aviation Medicine of Canada, gave an interesting talk with slides showing the
vastness of Canada and the fact that most of its population is spread across the
northern border of the United States. He also discussed the importance of
aviation and, consequently, of Aviation Medicine. The dinner speaker, Canadian
astronaut Dr. Ken Money, spoke on the origins of the Universe, man's place in
it, astronaut training and the Mars mission.
The Bird Award went to the late Dr. Robert Lash. The award was received
by Mrs. Katherine Lash on his behalf. The President's Award went to Jim
Harris, ME.d., for all the assistance he has provided during the past year. Mr. Joe Dinsmore of the FAA
received a special plaque for facilitating two meetings for CAMA in November 1991 and February 1992. This
award was received for Mr. Dinsmore by Dr. Bob Poole.
I have just started the second year of my term of office as president of CAMA and do so with great
confidence. Since September 1992, 102 new members have joined CAMA and others are doing so on an almost
daily basis. CAMA also received its first corporate member, Stereo Optics. I am prepared to work harder to
ensure that when I hand over the presidency to Dr. Forrest Bird in October 1993, CAMA will be even more
vibrant and in the strongest position that it has been in for many years.
Thank you for your support,
Stephen Blizzard, B.Sc., M.D., D. Aviation Medicine
President, Civil Aviation Medical Association
MAKE PLANS NOW TO ATTEND CAMA'S SCIENTIFIC
MEETING OCTOBER 14-17, 1993 IN OKLAHOMA CITY!
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James L. Harris, MEd.
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John H. Boyd, D.O.
Membership
M. Young Stokes, TH, M.D.
Constitution/By Laws
John H. Boyd, D.O.
Nomination/A wards
Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Ph.D.
Vice-President for Education
Robin E. Dodge, M.D.
Scientific Program &
ASMA Luncheon
A. Duane Catterson, M.D.
Halford R. Conwell, M.D.
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James L. Tucker, M.D.
Vice-President for
Communications
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David P. Millett, M.D.
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Michael N. Cowan, M.D.
Vice-President for
Representation
D. Owen Coons, M.D.
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Stanley R. Mohler, M.D.
Trustees
(1 Year Term - Expires 1993)
Earl F. Beard, M.D.
Jabez Gait, M.D.
D. Owen Coons, M.D.
Ernst J. Hollmann, M.D.
Michael N. Cowan, M.D.
John L. Garred, Sr., M.D.
Trustees
(2 Year Term - Expires 1994)
A. Duane Catterson, M.D.
Robin E. Dodge, M.D.
Randall Ferris, M.D.
David P. Millett, M.D.
James L. Tucker, M.D.
James M. Vanderploeg, M.D.
Marion C. Wagnon, M.D.
Trustees
(3 Year Term - Expires 1995)
James R. Almand, M.D.
DeWayne E. Caviness, M.D.
Chriss Kidder, Jr., M.D.
Edward Luchansky, M.D.
W. David Rummel, M.D.
Albert Van Der Waag, Jr., M.D.
H. Stacey Vereen, M.D.
JOHN MARTIN, M.D.,
REMEMBERED
We were saddened to learn that
John A. Martin, M.D., who served
CAMA on the Board of Trustees
and as Vice-President for Support,
died on May 27, 1992 in Jamaica.
John A. Martin, M.D.
At Dr. Martin's official funeral
services in St. Andrew, Jamaica,
Prime Minister P. J. Patterson paid
tribute to Dr. Martin, remembering
him as "a brilliant scholar and sur-
geon and an outstanding public ser-
vant [who] has served our country
with distinction and dedication."
Dr. Martin was honored for
distinguished service to medicine
by the Jamaican government in
1976 and the Association of Gen-
eral Practioners in 1985. He was
the only physician to act as Gover-
nor General in the history of an
independent Jamaica.
We at CAMA sincerely hope
Dr. Martin's widow, Ruby E.
Martin, and children will be sus-
tained in their sorrow by the re-
spect and high regard given to Dr.
Martin by his medical colleagues
and friends. >>




Oklahoma City, USA . . Oct. 13-14, 1993
Phoenix, AZ, USA 1994
San Antonio, TX, USA 1995
Europe 1996
Tampa, FL, USA 1997
CAMA will publish specific information






(SMA) Nov. 11-14, 1992
Oklahoma City . . Nov. 30-Dec. 4, 1992
Columbus, OH Dec. 3-6, 1992
Oklahoma City Feb. 1-5, 1993
Tampa, FL Mar. 4-7, 1993
Des Moines, IA Mar 25-28, 1993
Lake Tahoe, CA Apr. 15-18, 1993
Oklahoma City May 10-14, 1993
Toronto, Canada May 23-27, 1993
Sioux Falls, SD June 17-20, 1993
Austin, TX July 15-18, 1993
Pittsburg, PA July 29-Aug. 1, 1993
Portland, OR Aug. 19-22, 1993
Oklahoma City . . . . Aug. 30-Sept., 1993
Lexington, KY Sept. 23-26, 1993
For more information, contact your
Regional Flight Surgeon or:
MR. DOUGLAS R. BURNETT, AAM-400
AEROMEDICAL EDUCATION DIVISION
P O BOX 25082





CAMA will list future MRO Seminar dates
when the FAA publishes the information.
For more information, contact:
JIMMY WHITLEY, (405) 954-6207 or
SHARON HOLCOMB, (405) 954-4829
FAA AEROMEDICAL EDUCATION
DIVISION, AAM-400-MRO
P O BOX 25082
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73125
MEETINGS OF INTEREST
TO CAMA MEMBERS
41st International Congress of Aviation &
Space Medicine
Hamburg, Germany Sept. 12-16, 1993
42nd International Congress of Aviation &
Space Medicine
New Delhi, India . Sept. 26-29, 1994
64th Aerospace Medical Association,
Toronto, Canada
Sheraton Centre . . . May 23-27, 1993
For more information, contact:
Russell Rayman, M.D.
AsMA






CAMA officers and the Board of
Trustees will hold a retreat on De-
cember 12, 1992 in Oklahoma City.
The 1993 CAMA program and goals
will be determined. Officers and
board members should plan to at-
tend this important meeting! All
others who are interested are cor-




CAMA has taken an official posi-
tion on excessive random drug test
rates, which was endorsed by the
members present at the International
Scientific Meeting, held in Ottawa,
Canada in mid-September. The po-
sition has been disseminated to the
print news media in the form of the
following news release:
"The CIVIL AVIATION MEDI-
CAL ASSOCIATION said today that
the 50% random annual drug test rate
for airline pilots is excessive.
'The association of the world's
aviation medical examiners knows its
pilots well,' said Stephen V. A. Bliz-
zard, M.D., CAMA president. 'A
careful medical analysis has shown
that a 25% or lower test rate is more
than enough to accomplish the desired
deterrent effect,' he said. 'The cur-
rent 50% annual rate is simply over-
kill. CAMA urges the U.S. Secretary
of Transportation to reduce the test
rate promptly. The benefit will be
millions of dollars saved in unnec-
essary testing — dollar costs which are
paid by the traveling public.'
CAMA members endorsed this
position at their annual international
meeting this week in Canada." * -̂
CAMA NEWS OF MEMBERS
CAMA Vice-President and neurol-
ogist John D. "Jack" Hastings, M.D.,
wrote a very succinct and knowledge-
able letter to the editor of AVIA-
TION SAFETY concerning flicker
vertigo. Jack's letter refuted an old
misconception that strobe lights or
rotating beacons can cause vertigo by
themselves. This story continues to
turn up at hanger flying sessions.
With luck, Jack Hastings' letter will
put this old pilots' tale to rest.
CAMA members are urged to read his
excellent letter. ^
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DR. BOB LASH RECEIVES BIRD
AWARD POSTHUMOUSLY
The prestigious Bird Award for 1992 has given to Robert F. Lash,
M.D., formerly of Knoxville, Tennessee. Dr. Lash was a great contributor
to the aviation medicine world in the area of the transportation of ill and
injured patients.
In the letter of nomination Acting Vice Chancellor of the University of
Tennessee Medical Center at Knoxville Charles W. Mercer, M.D., wrote,
"...Bob Lash devoted most of his adult life to ministering to the sick and
wounded and in developing programs and services to enhance emergency
medical care and its delivery systems on many fronts. Bob, who was
tireless when it came to serving his fellow citizens, knew few limitations
in seeing that high quality care was delivered as quickly as was humanly
possible."
Dr. Lash singlehandedly devel-
oped the University of
Tennessee's helicopter rescue and
transport LIFESTAR program, as
well as the establishment of the
Family Medicine Residency Pro-
gram at the University of Tennes-
see Medical Center at Knoxville.
He also medically investigated nu-
merous fatal aviation accidents
and served faithfully as the
CAMA Vice-President for Com-
munications.
Tragically, Dr. Lash died on
April 29th, 1992 of a cardiac
arrest while at work at his beloved
University of Tennessee Medical
Center.
Mrs. Katherine Lash and family were present at the 1992 CAMA
Scientific Meeting in Ottawa, Canada. Before he asked Mrs. Lash to come
forward to receive the Bird award at that meeting, CAMA President Steve
V. A. Blizzard, M.D., said, "In addition to his vast knowledge, Dr. Lash's
pleasant personality and human touch were a source of inspiration to many.
A modest man, much loved and highly respected by all those with whom
he came into contact, and a gentleman."
The Bird Award was presented personally to Mrs. Lash by Forrest and
Dominique Bird. >>
RETIRED CAMA MEMBERS ELIGIBLE FOR DISCOUNT
Retired CAMA members are eligible for a special membership rate of
$25.00 per year. The regular rate is $80.00 per year. Contact Executive
Vice-President Jim Harris for more information. (See the BULLETIN
masthead on page 2 for contact information.) »>•
Dr. Forrest Bird, M.D. presents the
Bird Award to Mrs. Katherine Lash
as as Jim Harris , MEd., observes





Diabetes mellitus is under the
FAA's intensive review once more.
A number of organizations, including
the American Diabetes Association
and some members of Congress, are
calling for a relaxation of the medical
standards related to the use of insulin.
Diabetics who can be controlled
by diet alone, and in a few cases, by
oral hypoglycemic agents, have been
permitted to fly with careful supervi-
sion. To date, the FAA experience
with these groups appears satisfactory.
However, the FAA has not issued
medical certificates to pilots who use
insulin to help control their diabetes.
Recently, the FAA issued medical
certificates to ten insulin-dependent
air traffic controllers. (A previous
experiment with a similar group of 20
had to be terminated as a result of
frequent hypoglycemic episodes.)
The current trial requires them to
check their blood sugar levels every
two hours.
The hope is that careful study will
provide additional information about
whether it is reasonable to allow
pilots on insulin to fly. On the other
hand, there is a major difference
between a controller who is backed
up with supervisors and an airman in
a single pilot aircraft. A controller
can step away from his position and
have someone else take over on short
notice. Pilots don't have this luxury.
CAMA is interested in this issue.
AME's are asked to provide their
experience and professional opinions
about insulin-dependent patients to
our executive vice-president. After
collation, your views will be forward-
ed to the FAA to assist them with
their own internal deliberations.
Please send your comments to
CAMA Headquarters promptly. (See
the address in the BULLETIN
masthead on page 2.) *>•
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FAA TO NAME DEPUTY
FEDERAL AIR SURGEON
The Office of Aviation Medi-
cine will shortly announce its
nomination for the position of
Deputy Federal Air Surgeon. That
slot has not been filled since Jon
L. Jordan, M.D., J.D., moved up to
become the acting Federal Air
Surgeon (FAS) when Colonel
McMeekin returned to the U.S.
Army.
Dr. Jordan was subsequently
named as the permanent FAS and
has been operating without a depu-
ty. The deputy handles day-to-day
administration within the office
and serves as the acting FAS when
Dr. Jordan is away.
The name of the nominee for
Deputy Federal Air Surgeon has
been kept on close hold within the
FAA. Best bet: Dr. Bill Hark or
one of the senior physicians from
one of the regions.^
CAMA'S IRONY
OF THE DAY
The DOT will shortly publish a
significant revision to the drug
testing rules. Because there are no
physicians on the DOT staff, and
relatively few professional people
of any sort (except for a plethora
of attorneys), it is not surprising
that DOT bureaucrats can be easily
swayed by claims of all sorts of
quasi-professional people.
Therefore, some functions
previously restricted to medical
review officers (MRO's), who are
physicans with knowledge of sub-
stance abuse disorders, will now
be performed by substance abuse




The new AME order is out, and
CAMA scored well it its predictions.
AME's will generally lose their
designations if they perform less than
15 examinations per year, do not
attend an AME seminar at least once
every three years; do not have an
office staff member attend in the
same three year interval; or have an
error rate on their examinations which
exceeds 10%.
Newly designated examiners will
be removed if they have not per-
formed any examinations in the first
year after designation and have not
worked up to at least 15 examinations
annually by the end of their second
year of appointment. Exceptions will
generally be made for examiners in
sparsely populated areas who serve
few airmen. The FAA will arrange
AME service so that those airmen do
not have to travel excessive distances
to find an examiner.
The order is in part related to the
40-50% error rate which has been
common for some years. This rate is
deemed excessive. It results in a
good deal of administrative workload
and expense for the FAA in Oklaho-
ma City. Errors must be evaluated by
professionally trained reviewers, and,
in some cases, a series of follow-up
letters from FAA physicians are re-
quired. The forthcoming computer-
reported Form 8500 should help to
cut the error rate. (See "FAA to
Accelerate On-line Computer




The FAA is proceeding "full
steam ahead" with an on-line comput-
er reporting system. In this new
system, AME reports will be typed on
a computer in the doctor's office.
The report will then run through a
modem directly to the FAA record
center in Oklahoma City. No hard
copy will be sent.
The on-line computer reporting
system will generate savings at both
ends of the line. No doctor's office
staff time is needed to assemble and
mail the report; nor is FAA clerical
time needed to open the envelope and
stamp in the report. Most savings
occur, however, because no clerical
time is required to retype the data into
the FAA's computer.
Perhaps the biggest improvement
is expected in the AME report error
rate. The FAA computer will prompt
the sender when errors or omissions
occur. In turn, the AME's record will
improve. The savings in clerical and
administrative time should more than
pay for the system costs.
A number of physicians are cur-
rently using the new system to build
experience with it. By September
1995, virtually all USA-based physi-
cians will be required to be on-line.
Examiners in other countries will be
able to continue using the standard
paper forms, as there are no plans
presently to require on-line connec-
tions from overseas. >>•
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHTS OF CAMA SCIENTIFIC SESSION
HOTEL RADISSON, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA
OCTOBER 1992
(All photos by M. Y. Stokes, M.D.)
Dr. George Takahashi, Director of
Civil Aviation Medicine of Canada
with CAMA President Steven V.A.
Blizzard, M.D.
Dr. Steven V.A. Blizzard with
dinner speaker Canadian Astronaut
Dr. Ken Money.
CAMA Executive Vice-President
Jim Harris, MEd. operates the
registration desk.
CAMA trustees attend the Board of Trustees meeting.
Dr. and Mrs. D.M. Ghaheri from Tehran,
Iran Dr. and Mrs Ernest Yong from
Kwalalampur, Malaysia
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SPEAKERS AT THE CAMA SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS INCLUDED:
Dr. Barton Pakull, Bob Wick, Jr.,
M.D. M.D.
M. Young Stokes, Jack Hastings,
III, M.D. M.D.
Heinz F. Wykypiel, Robert Poole,
M.D. M.D.
Ken Money, Ph.D. Forrest Bird, M.D.
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A MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICER SEMINAR PRIMER
In December 1989, the Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT) began
a major part of the administration's
"War on Drugs." For the first time,
individuals were to be tested for the
illicit use of drugs, regardless of
whether there was any suspicion of
drug use.
Employment in selected posi-
tions within the transportation indus-
try was the only criterion for testing.
Although they were initially chal-
lenged on constitutional grounds,
most of the proposed rules have
been upheld by the courts. Such
testing now appears to be a more or
less permanent requirement for
certain positions in all transportation
modes. While the regulations were
initially issued by the DOT, Con-
gress has since incorporated the
process into a federal statue.
Regulations specify the drugs for
which the program may test. Only
one, phencyclidine (PCP), is an
illicit drug in the U.S. The other
six, cocaine, marijuana, d-amphet-
amine, d-methamphetamine, mor-
phine and codeine, have some
legitimate medical uses. The legiti-
mate uses of these drugs caused the
DOT to include a Medical Review
Officer (MRO) within the process.
The MRO is essential to prevent
false accusations of drug use by
those tested.
It is important to note that this
program is part of the national drug
abatement effort. It is not a safety
program although the individuals
who are tested are considered to
have safety-sensitive positions; e.g.
pilots, railroad engineers, security
personnel, etc. (The exception is the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) whose rules constitute a
fitness-for-duty test.)
A pilot can be obviously under
the influence of any opiate other
than codeine or morphine, can be
clearly sedated by a sedative, such
as a barbiturate, or can be affected
by any other psychotropic drug, but
under these rules, any urine test
must be reported as negative. A
urine specimen collected under these
federal rules may not even be tested
for anything else!
All urine drug tests must be
performed in a laboratory certified
by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA). The certification
and quality controls which govern
these laboratories make it unlikely
that an error will occur within the
laboratory.
avoid a false accusation of drug use,
but may allow some clever and
practiced drug users to escape the
occupational consequences of such
use.
When the analysis has been
completed, the results are sent to an
MRO. By definition, an MRO is "...
a licensed physician with knowledge
of substance abuse disorders...."
The qualifications are not further
defined. Almost any physician can
claim to meet that definition. The
MRO then must determine whether
positive laboratory results constitute
illicit drug use. This is not always
Forensic chain-of-custody proce-
dures are used throughout the entire
collection, transportation and analy-
sis process. These procedures mini-
mize the probability of a specimen
mixup. Unfortunately, specimen
collectors have widely varying back-
grounds and experience. There are
also a large number of collection
sites, including public rest rooms
pressed into temporary service.
These facilities are less than opti-
mum for forensic urine collections.
The collection and transportation
portion is, therefore, the weakest
link in the testing process. Errors in
these phases are normally resolved
in favor of the testee. This may
an easy task. Yet, it is critical for
fairness in the application of the
testing program.
The MRO is charged with the
responsibility of checking question-
able chain-of-custody records. A
flaw in these records may invalidate
the laboratory results. In such a
case, the MRO is obliged to make
appropriate administrative decisions
and notify the employer. These
decisions are not normally difficult
to make. When these are completed,
the MRO is left with positive labora-
tory tests, which must be profession-
ally evaluated.
By far the most difficult task is
Continued on page 11
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"A MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICER SEMINAR PRIMER," from page 10
analysis of a positive laboratory test,
which should only be performed by
physicians. Only in the case of PCP
is the analysis straightforward.
There is no medical use in the
U.S.A. for PCP. It is Drug Enforce-
ment Agency (DEA) Schedule I
drug; however, in keeping with the
rules, the MRO must ask the indi-
vidual who donated the specimen for
an explanation. There is really no
justification for the presence of PCP.
It is almost certain that the report
will be forwarded as positive to the
employer or appropriate governmen-
tal agency for action.
A positive marijuana finding is
not usually difficult either. There
are a handful of patients in the U.S.
who have legitimate permission to
use it as an experimental drug.
These patients are easy to identify.
The vast majority of positive test
results represent illicit use. While
many will claim that it was passive
inhalation which caused the finding,
the laboratory cutoff levels are suffi-
ciently high enough to prove that
this explanation is not correct.
Cocaine is fairly easy to analyze.
Unless the individual has had very
recently ENT surgery, gastroscopy
or topical anesthesia for some pur-
pose, the presence of cocaine indi-
cates illicit use. Any legitimate
medical procedures can be readily
documented.
The difficult problems are the
amphetamines and the two opiates.
These cases require careful question-
ing, and, at times, additional lab
analyses. The cases may also re-
quire a personal medical examina-
tion by the MRO. A good deal of
knowledge and training is required
for the MRO to correctly separate
legitimate use from drug abuse.
Both technical and administrative
training is required, for few, if any,
physicians are initially familiar with
the nuances of a chain-of-custody.
There are also several technical traps
awaiting the unwary MRO concern-
ing isomers of amphetamines. The
over-the-counter use of codeine and
small amounts of natural morphine
contained in poppy seeds also pose
problems.
The MRO training requirement
has resulted in MRO training pro-
grams sponsored by six different
organizations.







Carolina attorney Theodore Shults,
J.D. He is still chairman of the
organization. It initially began as an
association between Mr. Shults, who
has a background in laboratory
work, and Donald Ian MacDonald,
M.D., a former White House advisor
on drug abuse. They organized
MRO training seminars prior to the
implementation of the drug testing
rules. (Dr. MacDonald has since
dropped out of the association and
now works with American Society
of Addiction Medicine (ASAM).)
The AAMRO is not affiliated
with any other organization and has
been snubbed by the American
Medical Association (AMA). The
AAMRO was not invited to joint
conferences regarding MRO work.
It has sponsored an independent
certification examination, however.
Those who pass the exam — about
75% of those who take the test —
are listed in a directory furnished to
government and industry. Although
the AAMRO is nominally a non-
profit organization, the seminars are






This is an old, estab-
lished and legitimate
organization of physicians associated
with or employed in occupational
medicine. It is AMA-recognized.
The ACOEM recently began a
series of MRO training programs at
various locations around the country.
ACOEM also founded and incorpo-
rated an organization called the
Medical Review Officer Coordinat-
ing Council (MROCC) to develop a
certification examination. The first
examination is scheduled for New
York City in late October 1992.
ACOEM MRO seminars are the
most expensive available ($350 for
members, $450 for non-members),
while the examination fee matches
that of the AAMRO ($400).
At one point, the AAMRO and
the ACOEM were in negotiations
to combine their certification pro-
grams, but talks have broken off. It
now appears unlikely that any merg-







of physicians who work in the field
of addiction medicine. At some
point, ASAM will probably become
a recognized subspecialty to a num-
ber of the standard medical certifica-
tion boards. It administers a lengthy
addiction medicine certification
examination to those accredited as
experienced in the field.
Spearheaded by Donald Ian
MacDonald, M.D., the ASAM began
its own series of MRO training
courses in 1992. Most have been
Continued on page 12
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held in Washington, but the last for
the year is scheduled for October in
San Francisco. ASAM members
who are certified in Addiction Medi-
cine and who complete the course
will be issued letters attesting to
their capability to serve as MRO's.
There will be no additional
certificates, nor will attendees be
issued letters if they are not already
ASAM-certified. The seminar cost
is in the range of those put on by
other organizations ($350 for ASAM
members, $400 for non-members).
4) Department of
Transportation




around the country for MRO's
working in all transportation modes.
They have contracted with a local
Virginia company for administrative
support for mailings, registrations,
etc. The DOT fee is quite reason-
able ($95), but they have no track
record at organizing and putting on
medical seminars. The DOT pro-





(FAA) - The FAA
began MRO semi-
nars prior to Decem-
ber 1989 when the
drug testing rules took effect. Since
that time, the FAA has presented
more seminars than any group. As
with the DOT, the cost is very rea-
sonable ($50 - $75). The FAA
limits itself to MRO duties as they
apply to the aviation industry. Be-
cause the FAA has been managing
Aviation Medical Examiner (AME)
seminars for more than 25 years, the
FAA has the most expertise in medi-
cal seminars of any of the organiza
tions listed. The FAA does offer
CME credit.
6) West Institute for
MRO Training





from Spokane, Washington. Dr.
Springle does not publish extensive
literature about his seminars. To
date, he has limited himself to the
West Coast. He has obtained CME
credit for his series. His fees ($240)
are lower than those of the AAMRO
or ACOEM. The WIMROT will not
be evaluated further in this discus-
sion because of its limited geograph-
ical scope.
The MRO seminars vary in
quality. The professional content of
those organized by the AAMRO, the
ACOEM, the ASAM and the FAA
are generally quite good.
All of these organizations use
nationally recognized experts in
medical and laboratory fields. All
use experienced instructors. A phy-
sician attending of of these seminars
will be reasonably well-prepared to
assume the MRO duties and respon-
sibilities.
The FAA seminars are presented
in the context of the aviation indus-
try, but physicians attending will
learn the basics of MRO work and
should have no trouble working with
other transportation modes.
The DOT seminar is presently a
cut below those previously men-
tioned. Most speakers are DOT
officials without the cachet of na-
tional recognition as experts. Few
are experienced instructors.
Furthermore, the DOT staff
members tend to monopolize the
speaker's platform. Although the
DOT invites prominent physicians to
serve as panel members for selected
sessions, the physicians are given
little time to present any material or
tips based on their extensive practi-
cal experience as MRO's.
Moreover, because the DOT tries
to cover all transportation modes, it
does not provide education in depth
for any mode. It is also the only
one of the organizations which does
not offer any CME credit. The
DOT seminars should improve as







their seminars a "best buy" among
those available. They have a wide
geographic distribution and tend to
pick good, but not luxury class ho-
tels. (Hotel and transportation costs
can more than double the seminar
expense for some seminars offered,
particularly those associated with the
AAMRO and the ACOEM.)
In summary, the
best seminars avail-
able, those put on by
the FAA, should be
the choice of physi-
cians who wish to
obtain such training. FAA seminars
combine excellent administrative
management, low cost and compe-
tent technical and medical presenta-
tions. >>





s i g n i f i c a n t
change in the
medical stan-
dards to be an-
nounced by the
end of the year.
CAMA has
learned that the
FAA will issue a Notice of Proposed
Rule-Making (NPRM) late this year
which will propose a number of major
changes to the current medical stan-
dards.
Some of the changes are offshoots
of the American Medical Association
study which had been shelved under
the last two Federal Air Surgeons.
The study proposed a number of
preventive medicine approaches to
certification. Unfortunately, the FAA
is required by law to practice "regula-
tory medicine" in which a minimum,
rather than a desirable or an optimum
standard is required.
Good bets: Don't look for a major
preventive medicine approach to
certification. Do look for a relaxation
of visual standards.
The most important change will
probably be a longer certification
period for some classes of medical
certificates. For example, a Class III
certificate may be good for 3-5 years,
particularly for younger pilots. There
will probably not be any change in
the duration of Class I certificates.
CAMA will keep you informed
when the NPRM is issued. There is
normally a period for public comment
so that all AME's should be able to
make statements for the record if they
wish. Of course, CAMA will analyze
the proposed changes carefully and
report on them in depth. Watch these
pages for the scoop. ^
DEMENTIA IN AVIATION MEDICINE
By John D. Hastings, M.D.
As physicians in aviation medicine, we recognize the increasing focus
on HIV-related illnesses. One specific concern is the capacity of HIV
infections to present insidiously as a dementing illness. Though we will
likely encounter far more common disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease
or post-traumatic dementia, perhaps interest in HIV dementia will prompt
consideration of the more general topic of dementia in aviation medicine.
Dementia is defined as "the spectrum of mental states resulting from
disease of adult human's cerebral hemispheres". Dementia is intellectual
decline due to organic disease, usually diffuse, in progressive disease of
the cerebral hemispheres. The focal neurologic disease may also present
as a dementing illness.
Dementia is accompanied by alternation in orientation, memory,
judgment, affect (shallowness, lability) and intellectual functions
(calculations, knowledge, comprehension and learning). Dementia is a
broad continuum of dysfunction from barely discernible abnormality to
virtual cerebral death. We are interested in identifying the dementing
illness as early as possible.
Early in a dementing illness, the patient's premorbid tools may afford
him a great ability to compensate for deficiencies. Intellectual, social,
vocational and emotional resources may be largely intact and serve the
patient well. The inability of close observers to date the onset of illness
attests to the effectiveness of these defense mechanisms.
Early dementing symptoms may mimic those occurring in normal
individuals under conditions of stress, fatigue and anxiety. The early
psychological symptoms might suggest emotional disorder and are far
from predictable.
Alternations of particularly human qualities specific to that patient
may be noted by observers close to the individual. A patient may be
described as "not himself." Changes in enthusiasm, mood, drive, interest,
capacity for affection and creativity may be noted. The patient may
experience diminishing levels of energy, concern (vocational, family,
social) labile affect, interest in goals and achievement, concentration,
ability to stick to a task and difficulty in screening disturbing environ-
mental stimuli. There is increased annoyance with and lessened tolerance
of failure, frustration, changes, postponements and troublesome decisions.
The ability to deal effectively with new and complex problems and the
capacity to love and care for others are particularly human factors that
my be strikingly affected.
At this early stage of the illness, the physician may suspect an
emotional disorder. Indeed, the well-known entity "pseudodementia of
Continued on page 14




During the past year of retreats
and executive meetings, several excel-
lent ideas have come to the forefront.
One of these ideas is to establish a
network of specialists within CAMA
who would help other members work
up of difficult cases for presentation
to the FAA or act as a sounding
board on how best to approach a cer-
tain case.
In order to make the internal
referral network happen, we must
enlist the services of fellow members
willing to help other members with
their questions.
The network would involve spe-
cialists from at least the following
fields: cardiology, neurology, ophthal-
mology and otolaryngology. One
person from each discipline would
work, but we are hoping to get sever-
al volunteers. Ideally, it would be
nice to have teams corresponding to
the nine FAA regions.
If you are interested in helping
with the network, please contact one
of the following: James Tucker, M.D.,
chair of the referral network at (915)
672-9000; Robin Dodge, CAMA vice-
president of education, at (513) 276-
8338; or Jim Harris, executive vice-
president, at (405) 840-0199 or FAX
(405) 848-1053. >*•
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depression" might mimic dementia at this point. The early symptoms of
dementia may be quite hazy and evanescent. One might be alert for
multiple and poorly defined physical complaints, scattered and vague
psychological symptoms and an unclear history. If you suspect some-
thing amiss, consider talking to someone who knows the patient well,
such as a spouse, family member or close friend.
As dementia worsens, the patients pays less attention to personal
ambitions and fulfilling social responsibilities. The individual becomes
self-absorbed, concerned with his or her own problems and may exhibit
outbursts of anger.
Planning, initiating new activity and dealing with new situations is im-
paired. Frustration is evident. Judgment, memory and intellectual func-
tions, such as calculations, become obviously impaired. There is dimin-
ished feeling and drive. The patient loses interest in the opinions of others
about him or her and may lose interest in personal cleanliness and
appropriate dress.
The dementing illness then pro-
gresses further. Memory, particularly
recent memory (new recordings) is
clearly impaired. Orientation, intel-
lect and judgment are greatly im-
paired. Focal features such as apha-
sia may appear. Perseveration, re-
peating the previous task or command, may appear. Abnormal sucking,
snout, grasp or palmomental reflexes may appear.
The causes of dementia are many. Tumors often present with other
symptoms, such as seizures or focal neurological deficit, though specific
locations lesions, such as frontal lesions may present with dementia.
Persistent dementia can follow trauma with sufficient irreversible
hemispheric injury. Congenital conditions, such as hydrocephalus, may
decompensate and appear in adult life. Infectious processes, such as HIV,
fungal infections and viral infections may present with mental status
decline.
Neuronal degenerative disease is the most common cause of dementia,
with Alzheimer's disease as the most common variety. Vascular
dementia, such as multi-infarct dementia is quite common with multiple
small infarctions presenting as intellectual decline. Toxic-metabolic
causes include myxedema, alcohol dementia and pernicious anemia.
Whatever the cause of dementia, we in aviation medicine are
concerned with the early identification the disease. If the medical
examiner is vigilant in searching for early symptoms, identification can
be made early so the individual can be given direction for thorough
evaluation of his or her illness.
[Dr. Hasting is a neurologist from Tulsa, Oklahoma and a senior aviation medical
examiner. He is a consultant to the FAA, who flies his own Beech Bonanza to lecture
at FAA aviation medical seminars about pilot neurological examinations.] ^
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WELCOME NEW CAMA MEMBERS
HAROLD G. BENEDICT, M.D.
1916 JACKSON ST
ANDERSON IN 46016
DEREK H. BOAN, M.D.
25-1501 8TH STREET EAST
SASKATOON, SASK, S7H 5J6
CANADA
WILLIAM F. BRATH, M.D.
ST. JOHN'S HOSPITAL
1328 22ND ST





5 KINGSTON, JAMAICA WI
PER-JOHAN CAPPELEN, M.D.
P O BOX 256 N-4301
SANDNES NORWAY
STEVE CARPENTER, M.D.
RT #7 BOX 176
ADA OK 74820
MICHAEL N COWAN, M.D.
655 SKYWAY
SAN CARLOS CA 94010
PAUL W. CRAIG, H, M.D.
414 NAVARRO #800
SAN ANTONIO TX 78205
KENNETH W. CURTIS, JR.,
M.D.
939 LOCHNESS COURT
FORT COLLINS CO 80524
WAYNE G. SQUIRES, M.D.
420 SOURIS AVENUE












EDMONDON ALE T5K 2K6
CANADA
REG. R. HARPER, M.D.
9348 KING GEORGE HWY
SURRY BC V3V 5W3
CANADA
DAVID H. HOLMES, M.D.
32525 LAKE POINT COURT
WILSONVILLE OR 97070
A. A. KATI, M.D.
1633B ST. MARY'S RD
WINNIPEG MB R2N 1Z3
CANADA





CAMA Past President John H.
Boyd, D.O., has never been known
to waste words. He recently pro-
vided the CAMA BULLETIN with
his succinct guidelines for speakers
and moderators. Dr. Boyd sent
these immediately after completion
of the scientific meeting in Otta-
wa. Anyone suppose there was
anything at that meeting that
prompted his actions?
John Boyd's advice is reprinted
in its entirety:
Advice to Speakers
1) Start and finish on schedule!
2) Speak to the back row.
3) Enunciate clearly.




2) Adhere to the schedule!
3) Do not compete with the
speaker.
4) Establish a relationship with
the speaker.
These are words of wisdom for
all. How many times have each of
us been to seminars where these
brief rules would have improved
the quality of the presentations
greatly? CAMA thanks Dr. Boyd
for his cogent observations. We'll
keep them in mind for next year.
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TERRY M. LEE, D.O
16TH UNIVERSITY
DURANT OK 74701
STANLEY R. MOHLER, M.D.
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPT OF COMMUNITY MED
DAYTON OH 45401-0927
PETER J. MUIR, M.D.
71 KING ST WEST #401









presented to Stereo Optical
Company at the CAMA
Scientific Meeting in Ottawa.
HAVNER H. PARISH, JR., M.D.
260 FEARRINGTON POST
PITTSBORO, NC 27312
A. J. PARMET, M.D.
6030 CHEROKEE LANE
FAIRWAY KS 66205
RICHARD E. PORTER, M.D.
122-293 WELLINGTON
STREET N HAMILTON ON
L8L 8E7 CANADA
ROBERT D. RICHARDS, M.D.
4008 NC 42 HIGHWAY WEST
WILSON NC 27893
ROBERT W. RIGG, M.D.
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMIN-
ISTRATION
222 WEST 7TH AVE #14
ANCHORAGE AK 99513-7587





ST. PASCAL QUEBEC GOL
3YO CANADA
DAVID R. SCHRAMM, M.D.
521-267 O'CONNOR ST
OTTAWA ON K2P 1V3
CANADA
SHELIA J. SMITH, D.O
686 GEORGIA HWY 20, SW
LAWRENCEVILLE GA 30245













M. E. WHITTAKER, M.D.
DINGWALL MEDICAL GROUP
P O BOX 3011
DRYDEN ON P8N 2Z6
CANADA
WILL WINZER, M.D.
1693 AUTUMN RIDGE DR
ORLEENS ONT KIC 6Y7
CANADA
CRAIG B. WISEMAN, M.D.
1024 MT ALEM DR
HUMMELSTOWN, PA 17036
ONE MINUTE
I've only just a minute,
Only sixty seconds in it,
Forced upon me ~ can't refuse it
Didn't seek it, didn't choose it.
But it's up to me to use it,
Give account if I abuse it.
Just a tiny little minute,
But eternity is in it!
- Anonymous >>
